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ROBOTS Fact Sheet

Developer: Vivendi Universal Games

Genre: Action / Adventure Platformer

Platforms: PlayStation®2, Xbox®, Nintendo GameCubeTM, Nintendo DSTM, 
Game Boy® Advance and PC

 
Pricing: All prices listed are recommended retail prices including GST – 

PlayStation® 2 $69.95; Xbox® $69.95; Nintendo GameCubeTM $69.95; 
Nintendo DSTM $69.95; Game Boy® Advance $69.95 and PC $49.95

Rating: G8+

Release Date: 10 March 2005

Product Description:
Experience the exciting world of Robots the MovieTM!  Live the adventure of a genius inventor robot named 
Rodney Copperbottom as he moves to the big city to work for the company founded by this childhood hero. 
When Rodney uncovers a villain’s plot to take over the city, the brave young bot, with the help of his new 
friends, overcomes all obstacles to realise his dreams – and makes the world a better place for robots.

Take wild rides in fast-paced robot vehicles, upgrade your gadgets with cooler, more useful parts, and team 
up with your trusty Wonderbot to solve challenging puzzles, battle evil bots, and explore a highly interactive
3D universe that brings the world of Robots the MovieTM to life.

Key Features:

 Battle evil robots in a 3D action/adventure where players can explore the vibrant world of the 
Robots film as well as brand new environments 

 Interact with memorable characters from the movie and meet over 40 original characters created 
specifically for the game 

 Spectacular graphical effects in large free-roaming environments 
 Players can upgrade their character with bonus skills, cool robot parts and smart mechanical gadgets

as they progress through the game
 Vastly interactive experience incorporates the best elements from the movie with quality gameplay, 

exploration, puzzle-solving and combat
 High-level of film/game integration with character, graphic and animation assets taken directly from

the film

About the Movie:
Twentieth Century Fox and Academy Award® winning director Chris Wedge, who last joined forces on the 
blockbuster animated hit ICE AGE, now team to create another visually spectacular, three-dimensional 
world, with an all-star, award-winning cast, in ROBOTS. Beyond the scope, freshness and vibrancy of a 
whimsical world populated solely by mechanical beings, Wedge and his team are creating memorable 
robots, each with "his" / "her" own distinct personality. The result is a timeless tale that pushes the 
boundaries of animation, while introducing characters rich with comedy and heart. ROBOTS stars the voice 
talent of Ewan McGregor, Halle Berry, Mel Brooks, Greg Kinnear, Drew Carey, Jim Broadbent and 
Amanda Bynes, among others. 
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